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VALUMICS - Understanding food value chains
and network dynamics 

20 participating organisations

18 European partners from 13 countries, 

2 Asian partners, China and Vietnam

EU Grant of 6 million EURO

1 June 2017 to 30 May 2021

Objective

• To provide tools and approaches to enable 
decision makers in food value chains to evaluate 
the impact of strategic and operational 
policies aimed at enhancing fairness, integrity, 
resilience in future scenarios of sustainable food 
value chains (FVCs)

www.valumics.eu
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Aims

• This research: develop a simulation model focused on fairness in FVCs 

➢ Objective: develop quantitative indicators of fairness that are used in the model 

• The degree of fairness in inter-firm relations is a perception 

➢ therefore necessary to define quantifiable indicators to be used in simulation model

• Dissimilar European FVCs explored: 

➢ Aquaculture chain vs. agriculture chains 

➢ Case studies: Salmon, Wheat, dairy, beef, tomato 
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Unfair trading practices (UTPs)

• UTPs in food supply chains of increasing concern to (EU) and 

member states (DG IPOL, 2015) 

• Negative impact on SMEs in EU food sector affects industry 

competitiveness  

• Potential to be especially problematic in food supply chains

o agricultural producers may be placed under undue pressure

o have limited bargaining power in negotiations with larger 

purchasers, such as supermarkets or retailers, given the lack 

of alternative buyers 

• EU Directive (2019/633) on UTPs aims to protect weaker 

‘suppliers’ against their buyers 

o primarily farmers, including their organisations (e.g. 

cooperatives) 

o also downstream suppliers of agri-food products

Fairness in food value chains (FVCs) is topical and 

policy-relevant 

➢ Thus there is value in exploring its 

dynamics through simulation modeling

Fairness in food value chains (FVCs) is topical and 

policy-relevant 

➢ Thus there is value in exploring its 

dynamics through simulation modeling
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Simulation and agent-based models (ABM)

• Policy-makers lack of a whole-chain overview of the food system

➢ This makes it difficult to predict the effects of policy implementations beforehand (Stave & 

Kopainsky, 2015)

• Simulation modeling: well suited for development and testing of policy interventions

• Food systems are complex adaptive systems (CAS): characterised by a large number 

of interactions and interdependencies, leading to nonlinear, emergent system behaviour

• Individual actors (agents) impact the system with actions resulting from their localised

decision-making

➢ In turn they are constrained by the system structure

• From the viewpoint of the individual agent 

➢ System is self-organizing (Choi et al., 2001; Surana et al., 2005) and 

➢ its structure and extended operation are to a large extent invisible to them 
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ABM and modelling fairness

• In addition to their structural complexity, food systems are 

heavily influenced by social and environmental factors

• Agent-based simulation modeling (ABM) has been successfully 

used to model CASs

• Agent-based models are typically built from the bottom up by 

identifying agents in the system and defining their behaviours, 

including how they make decisions and interact with other agents 

and their environment
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ABM and modelling fairness

• The behaviour of the system as a whole emerges out of multiple concurrent individual 

behaviours

• In VALUMICS, the aim is to use the ABM to identify the level of fairness within the system, 

which emerges via concurrent execution of decision rules by multiple independent agents in 

the FVC

• Not straightforward to define fairness in simulation model operational terms
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Fairness in modelling terms

• To define fairness we draw on fairness theory and related literature on 

governance and market power in FVCs

• The aquaculture and agriculture chains studied have much in common: 

➢ the agents are similar (i.e. primary producers, producers, retailers and 

consumers) and 

➢ the perishability of the final product affects the workings of both chains
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Fairness in modelling terms (2)

• However, these FVCs vary with respect to governance, power structure, 

contractual agreements and pricing practices 

➢ The governance structures are explored in emerging VALUMICS 

literature (Barling and Gresham, 2019)

• Fairness perceptions of agents in the chains will be studied by 

➢ surveying FVC actors: asking for perceptions on fairness compared to 

actual gross margins, 

➢ analysing responses to a series of statements on the distributive and 

procedural components of UTPs according to a conceptual model on 

fairness in sustainable supply chains
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Downstream Physical Flow

Upstream Money Flow

Quantitative measures of fairness: economics

• Price movements threatening the margin of firms being able to exert market power are 

transmitted faster than price movements that improve it (Falkowski et al., 2017). 

• Thus, VALUMICS will integrate quantitative economic indicators into its ABM to enhance 

understanding of distributive and procedural fairness in the aquaculture and agriculture FVCs. 

➢ the gross profit margin obtained by the various actors in 

the FVCs will be assessed 

➢ the degree of market power will be investigated by 

using the Lerner Index, which provides an estimate of 

market power in an industry,  measuring the price-cost 

margin through the difference between the output price 

of a firm and the marginal cost divided by the output 

price

Ingunn’s figure: Here you can see the main flows in a supply system: the 
downstream flow of products and the associated upstream flow of money.
Products flow between agents by way of business transactions and money flows in 
the form of costs and revenues. 
These transactions take place on the micro level, from company to company or 
company to consumer, but are subject to market dynamics that take place on a 
larger scale where multiple agents trade in a market that is governed by the laws of 
supply and demand. 
To be able to incorporate market dynamics and the resulting pricing mechanism in 
our model we therefore need to move up to the macro level. So instead of modeling 
a supply chain of individual agents we model a supply chain of aggregated agent 
groups.
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Quantitative measures of fairness

• Output of this study: quantitative indicators of fairness 

that can be used in the VALUMICS simulation model to 

analyse and test policy interventions related to fairness 

in FVCs. 

• Quantitative metrics for distributive fairness -

take into account:

➢ the importance of price, for agents in the FVC in their 

effort to maximize their profit or utility 

➢ the influence of market power with respect to creating 

opportunities for misuse of power in the form of UTPs

Task 5.3 - From L. Cechura, CULS Prague, 19.11.2019

Lerner index – mark up/down analysis 
work is ongoing as part of WP5
Lerner index – mark up/down analysis 
work is ongoing as part of WP5
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Quantitative measures of fairness: overall aim

• The aim will not be to determine an absolute measure of fairness using these indicators, but 

rather to ascertain transitions towards fairer outcomes. 

• This approach is in keeping with the 

European Parliament’s depiction, 

which, rather than providing a strict 

value measure of UTPs, emphasises

the presence of gross deviations away 

from good commercial conduct. 

A: Produce per plan

C: Conventional

production portfolio

share (...%)
C: Ecological

production share

(...%)

C: time to produce

ConvProduct (...)

C: time to produce

EcoProduct (...)

C: Total production

capacity (max ...)

C: Capaicity utilization

per product category

(...)

C: Labour (employee

number ...)

C: Productivity per

employee (...)

A: Adjust production plan according

to demand (order received) AND

according to financial resources

available

C: Productivity per input

resources (input products ...,

land ..., plant ..., water ...,

energy ...)

A: Receive (Make) order for

product quality, quantity and

category

C: time to receive

order (...)

A: Supply (Receive) ordered

product category, quality and

quantity (...)

C: time to supply to

contractor (...)

C: Production plan

of contractor C: Contractors product

demand per each product

category

C: If ordered production =< Total production

capacity; AND If ordered production >= OR =<

Produce per plan, THEN Produce per plan

Production planned + (Production ordered

Production planned)

C: If Production ordered > Total capacity,

THEN increase capacity with ... (hire N

workers, AND OR invest in more property

(land, plant), OR enter into joint venture

C: If investment to increase capacity <

... % of profit; OR if access to

external finance (bank loan), THEN

increase capacity

C: If ordered production < production planned;

AND OR If Revenues < Expenses, THEN

decrease capacity utilization accordingly (lay off

workers, decrease input resources, production

lines)

A: Calculate expenses

for production (...)

C: Pay per

employee (...)
C: Cost per each of all

input resources per

product (...)

C: Other from

UTP (?)

A: Agree on selling (buying) price

per product quantity, quality and

category and on contract time period

A: Estimate quantity needed for buying

per product input (according to

quality, conventional or ecological

product category)

A: Estimate expected sell

(buy) price per product

category
C: Production VarC +

(rate of return (%) *

ProdVarC)

C: Adjust sell (buy) price to

demanded product category,

quality and quantity function (?)

C: Adjust sell (buy)

price to RefPrice

function (?)

C: If buying price offer is > = min accepted

selling price, THEN accept max buying

price offer among all buyers (per product

quality, quantity and category)

A: Negotiate on product sell

(buy) price and quantity (per

product category and quality)

C: time to agree

on price

A: Calculate revenues per product

(production quantity ordered *

product prce per product category

and quality)

C: time to receive payment per order: If no delay

in the contractor receivables, THEN ... days; If

a delay in contractor receivables, THEN change

variable value to include time delay along FVC

A: Calculate financial resource

available: GrProfit (Revenues -

Expenses); Calculate grMargin AND

Lerner Index

C: Adjust sell (buy) price offer to

competition function (rival number,

quantity supplied and product price)

(?)

C: time to make

order (...)

A: Product inventory

management per product

category (production stocks

available)

C: Adjust sell (buy) price to average

campaign price function (imported

and local supply volume and quality)

(?)

C: If selling price offer = < max accepted

buying price, THEN accept min selling

price offer among all sellers (per product

quality, quantity and category)

If higher buying or lower selling price

becomes available from rival buyer or rival

seller, THEN change price and contractor

per product category, quality and quantity

A: Buy product per

individual buying habit

C: If consumer category is ... AND product

Price is < max. accepted price AND product is

available AND product quality reputation is

"product B is better than product A" THEN buy

product

A: Use product

C: time to use

product

A: Communicate about product

reputation ("product B is better

than product A"

C: price change effect;

promotion effect; ecological

product campaign effect

A: Adjust buying

habit function

C: rate of

communication

(contact rate)

WP7 : Example of ongoing agent analysis, R. Kazakov 20.11.2019

Recent article from VALUMICS
Aquaculture Europe, Vol. 44 (2) 
September 2019
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Looking Ahead – Scenario developments

• Working with stakeholders

• Modelling work links with the 3 core scenarios

A. Market-led Global

B. Public-led Regional

C. Civil-society led Local

• The aim is to catch a broad range of means to achieve sustainability, 

systems efficiency, resilience and fairness. 

• The scenarios differ in terms of values, governance, location of 

production and trade, actors, actor interactions, ways to implement the 

key issues.

➢ How FVC could / should be transformed?

➢ Analysis of how we could get there → TRANSITION PATHWAYS

➢ At case study levels (dairy, wheat, tomato, salmon) from 2020 to 2030  2050

Novelty of the approach:
• The first exercise to look in details at how food value chains could / should be 

transformed following contrasted strategies to simultaneously meet 
environmental objectives and socio-economic ones

• A detailed analysis of how we could get there through an in depth analysis of 
transition pathways at case study levels (dairy, wheat, tomato, salmon) from 2020 
to 2030
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